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Abstract- By the analysis on the principle of speech recognition system, a speech recognition system was designed by using LPC2148 as the
hardware platform and MATLAB 2012 as the software platform. Speech recognition is an important component of biological identification
which is an integrated technology of acoustics, signal processing and artificial intelligence. Recognition systems based on hidden Markov
models are effective under particular circumstances, but do suffer from some major limitations that limit applicability of ASR technology in realworld environments. Attempts were made to overcome these limitations with the adoption of artificial neural networks as an alternative
paradigm for ASR, but ANNs were unsuccessful in dealing with long time sequences of speech signals. So taking the limitations and advantages
of both the systems it was proposed to combine HMM and ANN within a single, hybrid architecture. The goal in hybrid systems for ASR is to
take advantage from the properties of both HMM and ANNs, improving flexibility and ASR performance For Speech recognition features from
speech sample are extracted & mapping is done using Artificial Neural Networks. Multilayer pattern mapping neural network, which works on
the principle of back propagation algorithm is proposed. Finally Speaker Recognition is done using Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The
specialty of this model is the flexible and expandable hidden layer for recognition.

Index Terms – Hidden markov model (HMM), artificial neural network (ANN), Speech processing and recognition,ARM7,MATLAB 2012.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The diagram of the system is as follows. Under the control
of ARM7, LPC2148 processor the appointed speech
password said by the being tested person is pre-emphasized,
windowing and feature extracted, and then is compared with
the training model parameters stored in the system database.
The extracted features are then optimized by using HMM.
Here the HMM is trained by using the baumwelch algorithm
and for the training of HMM viterbi decoding algorithm is
used The output of HMM is given to ANN for further
classification of the closest user. Here the feed forward
ANN is used for classification.
The block diagram of speech recognition access
control system using HMM/ANN is shown in figure1.Here the input signal is given to the system where it is
preprocessed by using first order high pass filter. Then as
the speech signal is discontinuous, its end point detection is
done .It is the product of the average high energy of the
vowel and the high zero crossing rate of the consonant n is
opened or closed .In preprocessing, first the analog input
signal is converted to digital using the sampling technique
.Here the sampling is done by using the hamming window.
Windowing is done to to select the specific frequency of the
speech signal. The feature extraction stage is followed by
the preprocessing Here the features of the given input signal
is extracted by using MFCC that is mel frequency cepstral
coefficient algorithm.

Fig.1.Block Diagram of speech recognition access control
system using HMM/ANN.
This is the testing phase. The testing phase is followed by
the training phase. After that the comparison is made
between the feature extracted in the database and that of the
real signal by using HMM/ANN hybrid model .on the basis
of the comparison the signal having highest closing rate is
find out. The first n characters of the string are compared
and the final recognition result is given. On the basis of that
the application is opened or closed.
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II.

BASIC IDEA OF SPEECH RECOGNITION
USING HMM RECOGNITION

Hidden markov model is a probability model where the
characteristic of the signal are determined by the stotachastic
process of observation symbol.
HMM need to solve the three basic problem
1) Using forward backward algorithm calculate the
output probability.
2) Using the viterbi decoding algorithm select the best
state chain in order to explain the observation
symbol sequence.
3) Using Baum Welch algorithm find the transmission
matrix and emission matrix.
Stages of HMM recognition are as follows
1) Generating a Test Sequence
2) Estimating the State Sequence
3) Estimating Transition and Emission Matrices
4) Estimating Posterior State Probabilities
5) Changing the Initial State Distribution
Hidden Markov Model is acclimated to admit the accent
afterwards accent is accustomed application ANN. HMM is
an statistical apparatus for clay abundant sequences to
accomplish Observable arrangement if characterized by an
basal process.the ascribe to the HMM is the abstracts alone
by ANN. The adding of absolute amount is pre-decided &
the adding with the ascribe abstracts will be done in the
processing phase. HMM assuredly decides the accession &
Rejection of new ambit in hidden layers. During
processing,the abstracts set will be justified with the
absolute value. If not alone again the assay of frequency,

time, and amplitude will be performed and abstraction of
new appearance will be calculated.
III.

SPEECH RECOGNITION USING ANN

After Normalization,the next important footfall is to admit
the accent application Artificial Neural Networks . In this
we adduce a Multilayer Mapping Arrangement .The Fig. 2
Shows the Multilayer Pattern Mapping Neural Network.
This Multilayer Mapping arrangement works on the
assumption of BackPropagation algorithm. The advantage of
this archetypal is that is its adaptability & expandability of
hidden layers for recognition. Neural networks accept
abounding similarities with Markov models. Both are
statistical models which are represented as graphs. Where
Markov models use probabilities for state transitions, neural
networks use affiliation strengths and functions. A key
aberration is that neural networks are fundamentally
alongside while Markov chains are serial. Frequencies in
speech, action in parallel, while affricate alternation and
words are about serial. This agency that both techniques are
actual able in a altered context. As in the neural network, the
claiming is to set the appropriate weights of the connection,
the Markov model challenge is award the adapted alteration
and observation probabilities. In abounding accent
recognition systems, both techniques are implemented calm
and work in a accommodating relationship. Neural networks
perform very able-bodied at acquirements phoneme
anticipation from highly parallel audio input, while Markov
models can use the phoneme ascertainment probabilities that
neural networks provide to aftermath the likeliest phoneme
arrangement or word. This is at the amount of a amalgam
access to accustomed language understanding.

Fig.2. Multilayer pattern mapping network
IV. MFCC FEATURE EXTRACTION
We apperceive that animal ears, for frequencies lower than 1
kHz, apprehend tones with a beeline calibration instead of
logarithmic scale for the frequencies college that 1 kHz. The
mel frequency scale is a beeline abundance agreement

beneath 1000 Hz and a logarithmic agreement aloft 1000
Hz. The voice signals accept a lot of of their activity in the
low frequencies. It is as well absolute accustomed to use a
mel-spaced clarify coffer showing the aloft characteristics.
The afterward almost blueprint is acclimated to compute the
mels for a accustomed abundance in Hz as follows
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m=2595log(1+f/700)

(1.1)

For anniversary accent with an absolute abundance f (in Hz),
a subjective angle is abstinent on a calibration alleged the
‘mel’ scale. The angle of a 1 kHz tone, 40 dB aloft the
perceptual hearing beginning is authentic as 1000 mels. The
cepstrum is the advanced Fourier transform of a spectrum. It
is appropriately the spectrum of a spectrum, and has certain
backdrop that accomplish it advantageous in abounding
types of signal analysis. One of its added able attributes is
the actuality that any periodicities, or again patterns, in a
spectrum will be sensed as one or two specific apparatus in
the cepstrum. If a spectrum contains several sets of
sidebands or harmonic series, they can be ambagious
because of overlap. But in the cepstrum, they will be afar in
a way agnate to the way the spectrum separates repetitive
time patterns in the waveform.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper we have tried to recognize speech of users by
storing the voice samples in database as well as accepting
real time voice samples as an input to the system. One input
can be considered at a time, this input is preprocessed & it is
optimized by HMM and given to ANN. Sufficient no of
samples for particular speaker are stored in the database.
This is done for storing samples with different pitch,
emotions ,frequency etc. The Fig.3 shows the GUI model
for ANN ..once the samples are stored in database ,they are
trained and features are extracted. In Recognition Phase the
a single speech sample is taken as an input. The Fig. 4
shows the spectrogram obtained for feature extraction The
Fig. 5.shows the speech recognition GUI model. The
features extracted for stored speech samples are then
compared with the features of speech input sample. ANN
uses multilayer mapping network which uses Back
propagation algorithm for training the samples to find the
best match in the comparison. During the comparison if
input sample matches with the samples in the database then
the system provides access to that particular speaker. The
same procedure is repeated for real timespeech processing
by recording the samples in real time with the help of
microphone. This is how speech is recognized using ANN.
The data now rejected by ANN is used as an input to the
HMM system.

Fig. 4 GUI For Spectrogram

Fig.5 GUI For Speech recognition output
VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusions, this paper has proposed the use of
HMM/ANN hybrid model for speaker dependent isolated
word speech recognition access control system. The speech
recognition control access system is implemented using
MATLAB 2012 software .The work was initially focused on
feature extraction ,feature optimization using HMM and
classification of extracted feature is done using ANN.The
experimental results showed that the recognition rate for the
isolated words is improved by using hybrid HMM/ANN
technology for recognition. For future work the training
data size can be increased and modified HMM/ANN hybrid
model can be used to increase the recognition rate. Viterbi
decoding algorithm is used to find the best state path.

Fig.3 GUI Model For ANN
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